Stamped Designs Hydrangea Splendor Cards

Best Wishes Card
Karin Brushmaker Pro colors used: Neon Violet Blue, Olive Green, Gold
1. Attach the hydrangea peel-off sticker to a piece of watercolor paper. Using scissors,
fussy-cut out the image. For the hydrangea flower, apply a small amount of Neon Violet
Blue ink to the centers of the petals (one flower at a time), then carefully pull the color
toward the ends of the petals with a blender pen or damp paint brush. For the leaves,
apply Olive Green ink to the center of the leaf sections and carefully pull the color to the
edges of the leaf with a blender pen or wet paint brush. Apply the gold color to the
centers of the flowers.
2. Layer the green piece to the black card. Apply adhesive to the back of the card and
wrap the ribbon bow around the card as shown. Layer to the front of the card. Attach
the hydrangea piece to the front of the card as shown with foam dots.
3. Attach the die cut words to the front of the cardwith wet glue.
Pink Hydrangea Card
Karin Brushmarker Pro colors used: Pale Pink, Grass Green, Gold
1. Attach the hydrangea peel-off sticker to the piece of watercolor paper. For the
hydrangea flower, apply a small amount of Pale Pink ink to the centers of the petals
(one flower at a time), then carefully pull the color toward the ends of the petals with a
blender pen or damp paint brush. For the leaves, apply Grass Green ink to the center of
the leaf sections and carefully pull the color to the edges of the leaf with a blender pen
or wet paint brush. Apply the gold color to the centers of the flowers.
2. Layer the kraft piece to the dark brown piece and attach the hydrangea piece to the
card as shown. Apply adhesive to the back of the piece and wrap the salmon ribbon
knot around the card as shown and attach to the front of the card.
Thank You Card
Karin Brushmarker Pro colors used: Egyptian Blue, Curry, Gold
1. Attach the hydrangea peel-off sticker and 2 leaves to a piece of watercolor paper. Using
scissors, fussy cut out the flower head and the 2 leaves. For the hydrangea flower, apply
a small amount of Egyptian Blue ink to the centers of the petals (one flower at a time),
then carefully pull the color toward the ends of the petals with a blender pen or damp
paint brush. For the leaves, apply Curry ink to the center of the leaf sections and
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carefully pull the color to the edges of the leaf with a blender pen or wet paint brush.
Apply the gold color to the centers of the flowers.
2. Layer the olive dot paper to black card stock. Attach the ivory piece with the words to
the bottom of the piece as shown.
3. Apply adhesive to the back of the piece and attach the blue ribbon knot to the left side
of the piece as shown. Attach to the front of the card.
4. Position the 2 leaves behind the flower head piece and attach together with wet glue –
holding until the glue sets. Attach to the front of the card with foam dots.

